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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

The following figure depicts a hierarchy of applications that are built on other applications. 

Specifically , the productionapp application is built on applications customerapp and employeeapp. Each of these
applications has additional built-on applications, including the duplicated MYEnterpriseApp application, which has two
different 

versions in use. All applications are built on the same version of PegaRUUS. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2
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Identify three rule types that are used in defining Authentication Service data instances. (Choose Three) 

A. Data pages 

B. Activities 

C. Connectors 

D. Reports 

E. Data transforms 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

XYZ Corporation wants to ensure that every attempt by a developer to check a rule into a certain ruleset version is
reviewed before that rule is allowed to be checked in. The rule should be automatically sent back to the developer
without being checked in if all warnings are not justified and the fields on the history tab are not complete. 

How do you address this requirement? 

A. Prior to the first assignment in the ApproveRuleCheckin flow, add a decision shape where one output connector is
equivalent to the submitting the SendBack flow action. 

B. Implement a CheckForCustomWarnings activity for each rule included in the requirement. The activity issues a
warning whenever the requirement\\'s history tab criteria are not met. 

C. Override the FindReviewers decision tree to invoke a when rule that evaluates the criteria, if the when rule returns
true, the decision tree returns SendBack. 

D. Override the SendBack Flow Action adding a pre-ctivity that transfers the assignment to the create operator if the
rule\\'s criteria are not met. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

APP Studio created a data type in the Organization layer for Quote data called BCO-Data Quote. How do you help
users find rules from this data class when working in APP Studio? 

A. Create a BCO-QI -Data-Quote class that inherits from BCO Data-Quote. 

B. Use a Data Reference to configure the rules that you need from the BCO-Data-Quote class. 

C. Copy the fields In the data class to the BCO QT Work- class so all subclasses can see the Quote rules. 

D. Select each rule you want to reuse in the application as a relevant record. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

BiyCo has two development projects currently in progress developed by independent teams. One team builds the
Quoting application. Another team builds the Policy Administration application. Development takes place on different
servers 

with separate rulebases. 

The Quoting application is built on the Policy Administration application. 

The Policy Administration application requires enhancements to support other areas of the business. 

The Quoting team is notified when the Policy Administration application is versioned. The Quoting team responds by
importing a HAP containing the new version. 

Select the two best practices to minimize potential development conflicts and work with the most current version of the
Policy Administration application. (Choose Two) 

A. Periodically rebase the Policy Administration application. 

B. Switch between applications when modifying rules. 

C. Perform branch reviews when merging brandies. 

D. Share rulesets between both applications. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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